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NEW QUESTION: 1
You have configured a multi-rack Database Machine with two X3-8
full racks all in a single cluster and storage grid.
Which two are true regarding the servers on which Enterprise
manager agents must be deployed in order to monitor all
components of the multi-rack Database Machine?
A. On all database servers in second rack
B. On only one database server in second rack
C. On only one database server in the first rack
D. On all database servers in thefirstrack
E. On at least two storage servers in the second rack
F. On all storage servers in all racks
G. On at least two storage servers in the first rack
Answer: A,D
Explanation:
Note:

*The Enterprise Manager agent must be deployed to all compute
nodes of the Database Machine.
*Oracle's documentation uses the term compute node when
referring to the database server tier of
the platform.
*The Exadata Database Machine runs Oracle Database 11g Real
Application Cluster. The cluster
and the database run on the servers known as database nodes or
compute nodes (or simply
"nodes").
*Cells and compute nodes are not shared between partitions.
*Compute nodes in same partition share the same Cluster.

NEW QUESTION: 2
A customer wants to use the Cisco ASA for a VPN to interconnect
the central site and three branches.
Which type of VPN would you recommend?
A. SSL site-to-site VPN
B. SSL remote access VPN
C. IPsec remote access VPN
D. IPsec site-to-site A customer wants to use the Cisco ASA for
a VPN to interconnect the central site and three branches.
Which type of VPN would you recommend?
Answer: D
Explanation:
Section: (none)

NEW QUESTION: 3
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Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
MongoDB compatibility: API
* API: MongoDB API
* Azure Cosmos DB comes with multiple APIs:
* SQL API, a JSON document database service that supports SQL

queries. This is compatible with the former Azure DocumentDB.
* MongoDB API, compatible with existing Mongo DB libraries,
drivers, tools and applications.
* Cassandra API, compatible with existing Apache Cassandra
libraries, drivers, tools, and applications.
* Azure Table API, a key-value database service compatible with
existing Azure Table Storage.
* Gremlin (graph) API, a graph database service supporting
Apache Tinkerpop's graph traversal language, Gremlin.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cosmos-db/create-mongodb
-dotnet

NEW QUESTION: 4
Before distributing virtual desktops, you need to create
multiple administrator accounts in AD to initialize the
configuration in FusionAccess.
Time docking
FusionAccess and allocated to virtual desktop use
A. Wrong
B. Yes
Answer: B
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